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Let the space race begin!

When a Chinese rover discovers an alien technology on the dark side of the moon, it is up to Richard 'Rock' Crandon

and his NASA team of scientists and engineers to devise a way to return before the Chinese and Russians.

Forced to deal with bureaucratic oversight and a complex team of personalities, Rock Crandon pushes his team to

their limits.

With pressure mounting, the world is pushed closer to conflict and war as the NASA team finds itself seriously

behind in the newly initiated space race. The future of mankind, its ideological and technological advances are at

stake, as the world's super powers race to discover what lies on the dark side of the moon.

Who will get there first, and at what cost?

*****

Author's note:

Many people use the phrase "the dark side of the moon" to describe something mysterious and unknown. The dark

side of the moon is supposed to be the side we never see, the side that faces away from Earth. This side of the moon
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faces the cold, black expanse of space. What could be on this side of the moon? (As taken from

"science.howstuffworks.com/dark-side-of-moon.htm"

Dark side is used as a literary term and a metaphor for the alien's artifact and intent. Any similarity to any popular

album by any group is purely coincidental.

*****

Direct link to sign up for Salvador Mercer's newsletter and stay up to date on latest releases, current projects and

exclusive deals: eepurl.com/benueb
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